ICANN STRATEGY PANELS – DRAFT REPORTS
CHAT TRANSCRIPT
Tuesday, 11 March 2014
Alice Jansen: (3/11/2014 11:00) Welcome to ICANN Strategy Panels – Draft
Reports webinar! Please note that chat sessions are being archived and
follow the ICANN Expected Standards of Behavior:
http://www.icann.org/en/news/infocus/accountability/expected-standards
PindarWong: (15:51) Greetings from HK! :)
vint cerf: (15:54) vint cerf is on the bridge
paul Mockapetris: (15:54) Hi Pindar!
PindarWong: (15:55) Hi Paul!
Carlos Raul: (15:56) Good morning from Costa Rica Alice!
Avri Doria: (15:57) nice music.
Alice Jansen: (15:58) Buenos dias, Carlos! Thanks for joining!
vint cerf: (15:59) ready to go.
Bill Drake: (16:00) Bonjours
enoss: (16:01) hello all
George Sadowsky: (16:02) Hello to all
David Olive: (16:02) Greetings All
PindarWong: (16:02) Can anyone see the screen?
vint cerf: (16:02) we ae not seeing slides
enoss: (16:02) not me pindar
Fatima Cambronero: (16:02) hello everyone
enoss: (16:02) wondering if it is a chrome thing
paul Mockapetris: (16:02) I have slides
Amrita: (16:03) Hello everyone
Grace Abuhamad: (16:03) I'm on Chrome and I can see the slides
vint cerf: (16:03) alice some o us are not seeling slides on adobe connect
Alice Jansen: (16:03) let me reload them just to be safe
Natalia Enciso: (16:03) Hello all! I can see the slides too
Wolf Knoben: (16:04) I can't see the slides
Wendy Seltzer: (16:04) I saw slides, then Adobe crashed.
paul Mockapetris: (16:04) Slides no longer visible here - Upload in progress
PindarWong: (16:05) Wonderful! Thanks :)
Alice Jansen: (16:05) any better?
vint cerf: (16:05) slides are now visible

paul Mockapetris: (16:05) Better
Wolf Knoben: (16:05) thanks, it's up!
David Olive: (16:05) Yes indeed we cann view them
David Olive: (16:05) Thanks, Alice
Alice Jansen: (16:05) Interesting - I will make sure to report this issue.
Alice Jansen: (16:08) Apologies for the inconvenience this glitch has caused!
Jillian Raines: (16:11) all proposal drafts are accessible here:
http://thegovlab.org/icann2 and
http://www.icann.org/en/about/planning/strategicengagement/multistakeholder-innovation
Sonigitu ekpe: (16:12) Hello every one.
Mike Nelson: (16:13) I know the chat stream is being archived. Will the
audio also be recorded and made available? Will the slides be posted? If
so, when?
Sonigitu ekpe: (16:13) After the meeting hopefully.
Jillian Raines: (16:13) full blueprint draft is available here:
http://thegovlab.org/the-quest-for-a-21st-century-icann-a-blueprint/
jp: (16:13) where do we find this content she is discussing?
vint cerf: (16:15) i would suggest that we might use the chat line for
questions in additiona to voiced questions
Alice Jansen: (16:15) Mike, the recording, transcrips and slides will be
posted.
Alice Jansen: (16:16) Materials will be available at:
http://www.icann.org/en/news/announcements/announcement-28feb14en.htm
Alice Jansen: (16:16) JP, you will find the draft and proposals at:
http://www.icann.org/en/about/planning/strategicengagement/multistakeholder-innovation
Walid Al-Saqaf: (16:17) Don't see any slides on my side
Alice Jansen: (16:17) Hi Walid, please try joining the adobe connect room
using a different browser
Walid Al-Saqaf: (16:18) OK, will try to do so Alice
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:18) JUST JOINING: MARILYN CADE
Mike Nelson: (16:18) sorry
Mike Nelson: (16:19) Is there another way to call in?
Walid AlSaqaf: (16:19) Alice, Firefox worked, Chrome didn't. Thanks
enoss: (16:19) I will just post my comment here

Alice Jansen: (16:19) Mike and Eliott we could not hear you - please join
bridge
Alice Jansen: (16:19) Dial-in numbers: http://adigo.com/icann/ Password:
48291
enoss: (16:19) is anything scheduled for Singapore in terms of taking this
work forward?
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:20) while it is interesting to hear about
experiments, we would not want to promote any mechanisms that are
affiliated with any company, right?
Grace Abuhamad: (16:20) 2 min left for questions
Alice Jansen: (16:20) Hi Elliot, There will be a public discussion on Monday,
24 March
Mike Nelson: (16:20) in now
Jacob: (16:20) NTAG also now relies heavily google docs and on member
polling.
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:21) I also want to raise a return to a bottom up
commitment, just not experimentation.
vint cerf: (16:21) mike and elliot are you ready to ask questions or can you
type them?
jp: (16:21) Vint Cerf, Nii Quaynor, Beth Noveck and Paul
Mockapetris Kudos! Excellent work!
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:21) Google docs versus other mechanisms? not
sure that is the message: collaboration is the message, which I am sure
Google reps will support.
enoss: (16:23) thanks alice
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:23) I had a email from a senior player, which I am
not inclined to be intimidated by. BUT, we need to be sensitive that some
will find a message from some will diminish the voice
Beth Noveck: (16:23) Mike, to summarize, the discussion is around
strategies for avoiding polarization and/or arriving at consensus
Mike Nelson: (16:24) correct, Beth
vint cerf: (16:24) Marilyn i was just tryig reinforce the point about
collaborative drafting. we just happened to use google docs in my team
because that was convenient.
enoss: (16:24) we need break music
paul Mockapetris: (16:24) I'm hearing only silence
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: (16:24) ???

vint cerf: (16:24) paul are you unmuted?
Walid AlSaqaf: (16:24) Good points Mike. As it stands now, progress is too
slow for the pace of developments on the Internet
Mike Nelson: (16:24) I would rather hear Beth's answer
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:25) I am amazed that this is about panels, not
about community
PindarWong: (16:25) [Queue: Lovely Spanish Guitar Solo]
enoss: (16:25) he is in the alps
Carlos Raul: (16:25) i can hear Paul
vint cerf: (16:25) paul you are echoing
Wendy Seltzer: (16:25) hello Paul, and echo
Mike Nelson: (16:25) Technical problem. I don't know why, but I often have
problems being heard on the AdobeConnect system.
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:26) if we look at the magical panels, they are
undertaken without any real input from the community, which is quite
unfair to their consultation.
Bob Hinden: (16:26) I don't see Paul's slides
vint cerf: (16:26) paul you need to turn off your adobe connect speaker to
avoid echo
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: (16:26) same
Davey（from BII）: (16:26) a litttle noisy
Beth Noveck: (16:27) It's a great question and worthy of a longer
discussion, of course, than we can do here. I'll be interested in everyone's
suggestions. But, in short, here are a few ideas: seeking diverse
engagement in the brainstorming phase rather than in the implementation
phase.
jp: (16:27) scroll down Paul
Beth Noveck: (16:27) in the implementation phase, having more strict rules
about the kinds of particiaption that are sanctioned.
Beth Noveck: (16:27) using argument maps and graphis to reflect people's
disagreements back to them
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: (16:27) yes it was on scroll by individuals
Beth Noveck: (16:28) I don't want to distract from Paul now so let's take
this offilne, Mike
Wendy Seltzer: (16:30) /me is a .onion person (Tor hidden services)
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:32) I appreciate that ICANN has retained, or
appointed special groups, but actually, we are ICANN. and any mystical

panels,and CEO top down panels, can only work, when the bottom up
participants accept, or embrace such ideas.
Bill Drake: (16:34) Marilyn, you should trademark "mystical panels"
Bill Drake: (16:34) since I see it on every call
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:34) Let me be clearer: while Strat Panels, created
by CEO, are possibly of value, yet, all Stra Panels have to be tied to the
community. Paul's Strat Panel seems to be so tied. NOT all Strat panels
meet tht test.
enoss: (16:35) also judging by attendance and interaction, much of the
community is embracing the process
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:36) Bill: I might do so, but I prefer to bring
mysticism into reality. I am a Celt. Maybe not a Celtic princess.
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:36) Elliott: really? not so. Most are too busy and
want to have experts advise us.
enoss: (16:37) I do not purport to speak for most. just commenting on what
I see
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:38) Most of business wants to trust their techies. I
am thinking back to my first foray into a NANOG, when I was guided by a
real SystAdm, and I wasn't flamed, in my question.
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:38) elliot: sorry, I missed your question?
Avri Doria: (16:39) Mcade & enoss: while i did not support the way these
panels got started, their product provides lots of interesting pathways that
we should explore and think about.
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:40) This set of recommndations is possible to
advance to businesses who operate resolvers,a dn build and operate the
Internet. Collisions are a key issues are a key issue to business.
Grace Abuhamad: (16:40) we have 8min for Q&A
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: (16:40) indeed they do @avri point if case was on
screen
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:40) Marilyn: can I be in the queue.
Grace Abuhamad: (16:41) on the top of your screen there is an option to
"raise hand"
Alice Jansen: (16:41) Yes - I have Vint, Davey and Marilyn
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (16:41) Vint Cerf just trumped my requst, but if that is
how it goes, that is how it goes
vint cerf: (16:42) marilyn i raised my hand in the adobe system
Davey（from BII）: (16:43) Hi，Good evening every one.I'm Davey from BII

from China.Thanks to have this oppotunity to join the discussion of ICANN's
stragtegy plan.I'm alway looking forword to the discussion technical plan
and policy to promote IPv6 Global Transition in which ICANN can adopt and
BII always do. To make it short, my quetsion is simple. How ICANN is
expected to do in its 5 years plan in techinical aspect expecially for IPv6,
just cooperating with IETF or set up technical Workgroup in ICANN itself ?
How technical group can join such discussion of ICANN and do contribution.
Davey（from BII）: (16:43) my mic has problem. sorry
Sonigitu ekpe: (16:44) Yes@ Pindar Wong
Grace Abuhamad: (16:44) 4 min left for questions
vint cerf: (16:45) Davey, ICANN and the RIRs have been active in promoting
IPv6
Davey（from BII）: (16:45) hi cerf, happy to meet you here
Grace Abuhamad: (16:46) 2 min left for questions
Avri Doria: (16:46) I hope experiments are set up for many of the
possibilities alluded to in the DNS report. Is this happening?
Grace Abuhamad: (16:47) Hi Avri and all, we are at time for questions and
must move on to next speaker.
Grace Abuhamad: (16:48) perhaps Paul can answer further questions in
chat
Avri Doria: (16:48) sure, answer in the chat. i dont care.
Davey（from BII）: (16:48) Thanks Paul.
Bob Hinden: (16:48) Paul: Interesting report. One question: Did the panel
look at how the DNS might be used in the future? For example, with the
growth of search engines (with a single place to enter search terms and
DNS names) and Apps on mobile devices, the importance of DNS names
may diminish. People may not need to enter DNS names. Your thoughts?
Avri Doria: (16:49) I am very intersted in seeing the work on mulitple
authorities going forward.
Alice Jansen: (16:49) we are now on Public Responsibility Framework
agenda item
Rinalia Abdul Rahim: (16:50) Can't hear Nii.
Alice Jansen: (16:50) please note that Panel Chairs and panels will receive a
copy of the chat transcript
enoss: (16:50) must leave. buy all and thanks!
vint cerf: (16:50) thanks lfor joining us elliot
Rinalia Abdul Rahim: (16:51) Audio goes on and off.

Alice Jansen: (16:51) Hi Rinalia, thanks for flagging - are others having the
same problem?
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: (16:52) yes
Carla LaFever: (16:52) volume is very low
Fatima Cambronero: (16:52) yes
Amrita: (16:52) Yes Alice cant hear
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: (16:52) and choppy
Olivier Crepin-Leblond: (16:52) no
Avri Doria: (16:52) it is tough, but audible with careful attention.
Suhaidi Hassan ISOC-MY: (16:52) Can Nii speaks louder, please!
Amrita: (16:53) yes its better now
Alice Jansen: (16:53) great!
Davey（from BII）: (16:57) Yes
Davey（from BII）: (16:58) Better now
Wendy Seltzer: (17:02) I'm sorry, I need to leave now. Thanks
vint cerf: (17:02) thanks for joining us Wendy.
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:04) trying to be in th speaking queue
PindarWong: (17:04) There's a join the queue icon on the top left
guest: (17:04) Alison gillwald can I come in
Alice Jansen: (17:05) Hi Alison, yes - you are next in the queue
Rinalia Abdul Rahim: (17:05) THank you, Nii. I like the emphasis on
development needs.
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: (17:05) indeed @Rinalia
guest: (17:06) Thanks Alice, I think I have lost my phone connection, so
perhaps just to add that I think this complements the multistakeholder
panel very well.
Grace Abuhamad: (17:06) anyone else in the queue?
PindarWong: (17:07) Grace: How does one join the queue?
Alice Jansen: (17:07) Hi Pindar, please raise hand in adobe connect room.
Grace Abuhamad: (17:07) you must raise your hand in the adobe chat
vint cerf: (17:07) there is a "raise hand" icon at the top of the adobe
connect display. you click on that to join the queue
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:07) alice: not everyone is in adobe.
Grace Abuhamad: (17:08) thank you for clarifying Vint :)
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: (17:08) one issue with this panels proposed PRD that
is the completion of a midd year (2014) time frame Nii I assume. nid year
after creation of a PRD is ok

guest: (17:08) Alison: there was some concern that there were some great
proposals and experiments focusing on e-tools, crowdsourcing etc... but
there were remarkably few proposal s involving people or dealing with the
political economy of lgobal govenance
PindarWong: (17:08) Thanks VInt
PindarWong: (17:08) No I'm ok
guest: (17:09) alice if you could add the comment above to NII and Beth
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:09) I am not okay with this.
Grace Abuhamad: (17:09) panel chairs will receive a copy of the chat
transcript
guest: (17:09) Sorry having trouble reconnecting
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:10) bottom up contributions are important to all
of the Strat Panels
PindarWong: (17:10) I see if I click on the icon just below 'Attendees' I can
also see the queue
Bill Drake: (17:10) very
guest: (17:10) Sorry I would really like to have engaged Nii more on this.
Carla LaFever: (17:11) who is speaking?
Carla LaFever: (17:11) It says "Guest"
Bill Drake: (17:11) VOG
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:11) I like a model approach, but ask that focus on
net neutality be edited otu of this chart
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:12) I thinkt it might be Vint Cert, Google
speaking?
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:12) this chart, and others need improvement.
Carla LaFever: (17:13) No I was asking who is the person on the chat asking
a question - that person is identified only as "guest"
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:13) thies charts actually convey a US centric view,
which is quite challnging from this panel.
Alice Jansen: (17:13) Hi Carla, I believe it is Alison Gillwald
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:13) LOVE this chart.
Carla LaFever: (17:13) thanks
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:14) on Stewardship: just to be clear.
Rinalia Abdul Rahim: (17:21) Hearing a serious echo with Vint
Grace Abuhamad: (17:22) Thank you for flagging Rinalia -- all, please mute
your speakers if you are on call line
Rinalia Abdul Rahim: (17:22) Better now. Thanks!

jp: (17:24) relationships look complex -- simplicity?
Rinalia Abdul Rahim: (17:25) What does globalization of the IANA functions
translate into, Vint?
Fatima Cambronero: (17:25) QUESTION: @Vint, do you think these Good
Governance Principles are applicable to the NetMundial meeting? In the IG
Principles section, I mean. Can we reach only one set of principles of
IG? (sorry I'm in the Adobe, I don't have mic).
Amrita: (17:26) I have a question and since I am not connected over bridge,
typing it down. How can the multistakeholder model take care of issues
related to governments such as Cybercrime issues where multiple countries
get affected?
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:27) while the idea of MOUs is intersting, it takes
much more thought.
Sonigitu ekpe: (17:27) Good question @ Amrita. How can Africa benefit
from this when all IXP is located abroad?
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:28) NETMundial should not be a singular event.
Isn't ICANn bottom up input more important to us?
Fatima Cambronero: (17:28) Thanks @Vint
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:29) Let's convince ICANN that the community in
ICANN might be iinformed by NetMundial, or other events, but ICANN MS
bottom up consulttation is key.
Amrita: (17:30) Thank you Vint.
Rinalia Abdul Rahim: (17:30) Would these changes result in the removal of
USG authorization over root zone changes?
Grace Abuhamad: (17:30) Hi all -- we are running behind on time and will
end with questions for Vin't Panel. 3 min left.
Rinalia Abdul Rahim: (17:31) Thanks, Vint!
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:31) the HL panel? sorry waht is that ? I saw 4
panels, and then a fifth panel, but waht is the fifth panel? as it is funded by
ICANN but doesn't seem to ahve accountabiliity
Grace Abuhamad: (17:31) I am getting the emails for the strategy panels so
that you can write directly to the panels if you have any additional
questions.
Bill Drake: (17:31) Globalization recs very useful
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:32) And, so, is funded by ICANN?
Sonigitu ekpe: (17:32) Can the resources coming from the Internet of things
be redistributed?

Bill Drake: (17:32) working out details on IANA not the only challenge, AoC
raises questions too
Alice Jansen: (17:32) Comments are invited through 30 April 2014 - see
http://www.icann.org/en/news/public-comment/strategy-panels-25feb14en.htm for details
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:32) when will published docs be made available
to the ICANN community?
Bill Drake: (17:32) karma?
Rinalia Abdul Rahim: (17:32) Very serious problem!
elise gerich 2: (17:33) say something to move on
Bill Drake: (17:33) thanks
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:33) Perhaps ICANN staff might do more than
annoncing that we are out of time.
Silver Shen from BII 2: (17:33) Thank you all
PindarWong: (17:33) Thanks everyone!
elise gerich 2: (17:33) thank you
Amrita: (17:33) Thank you
Davey（from BII）: (17:33) Thank you
Fatima Cambronero: (17:33) thanks to everyone
Adam: (17:33) thank you
Sonigitu ekpe: (17:33) Thank u.
Avri Doria: (17:33) Great collection of thoughts. I look forward to seeing
what we do with them.
Bob Hinden: (17:33) Bye, good overall presentations!
Cheryl Langdon-Orr: (17:34) thanks appreciated this
MARILYN Cade - CSG: (17:34) good grief, as only only one business
participants. that is not an effective closing.
Avri Doria: (17:34) think of it like a movie. thee is typing in the
background. and some poor souls still pour ur there thought on a closed
conversation. And then, to Blaock.
Alice Jansen: (17:35) Thank you for your participation!

